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 An attempt was made in the latter part of 1883 to utilise the
 thousands of acres of wild plantains growing in the Chittagong Hill
 tracts, which it was thought might yield large quantities of fibre at
 cheap rates. It was found, however, that any attempt at crushing the
 stems in a fresh state entailed heavier machinery than could be easily
 moved from place to place, and the idea was ultimately abandoned
 without any practical results being achieved. In spite of this, however,
 Dr. King is of opinion that plantain stems in India will eventually
 become available as paper material, and considering the immense
 number grown for shelter, shade, and food purposes, the subject is of




 A note may be added here on the fibre yielded by the leaves of the
 pine-apple plant. Although not at present in commercial use, this
 fibre has a future of considerable importance before it. It is finer and
 stronger than that yielded by any other plant and in the Phillipines,
 where the West Indian Ananas has become thoroughly naturalized, a
 beautiful fabric known as " pina cloth" is made from it. A rope of
 pine-apple fibre 31 inches in circumference bore a strain, at Calcutta,
 of 57 cwt.
 There are several samples of fibre of a wild pine-apple (Bromnelia
 sylvestris, Willd,) from the West Indies and Central America at Kew,
 but there is no record of their commercial value. A sample supposed
 to be from this plant was lately sent from Trinidad, upon which the
 brokers reported as follows:-" Not yet in commercial use, but destined,
 " we think, to a successful future; fine, soft, supple fibre, strong and
 " good colour, ample length; say 301. per ton and upwards."
 The fibre of the Jamaica pinquin (Bromelia Pinguin, L.) would
 appear not to be of high value. The plant covers hundreds of acres in
 the plains and lowlands of Jamaica, and an effort was made some time
 ago to prepare the fibre for commercial purposes. The report of brokers
 upon a sample of 90 pounds was as follows:-"- A long towzelled weak
 " fibre, of bad colour, coarse, no strength, and only fit for breaking up.
 " Similar tQ St. Helena hemp tow, but not so good. We should think
 " 121. to 101. per ton the utmost value." Several samples of this pin-
 guin fibre from Jamaica and elsewhere, cleaned both by hand and by
 machine, are to be seen in the Kew Museum, No. 2.
 If the leaves of this plant were cut up, roughly dried, and placed in
 compressed bales, they might prove of value for paper-making. To
 establish this point it would be necessary to forward to England about
 half. a ton of dried leaves in compressed bales, in order that paper-
 makers might be able to test them on a sufficiently large scale.
 D. M.
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